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Comprehensive Offerings

**Multi Device Access**
- Apps - Android & iOS
- Web

**Compatible content** – PPT, PDF, Word, Video, Images, YouTube link, Web Link, SCORM

Content can be added in any language.

- **Analytics On the Fly**
- **Personalized Training**
- **AI based Recommendation Engine**
- **In built online Assessment Tool**
- **QP based Learning Paths**
- **Live Virtual Interactive Classroom with Whiteboards**
- **Live Feedback/Survey**
- **Classroom Training Integration**
- **Auto Certification**
- **Gamification**
- **App & email Notifications**
- **Candidate & Trainer Engagement Tool**
QP based Learning
Auto assigning of courses to candidates/students as per their enrolled QP.

Online Assessment
Online Assessments in form of Objective type as well as subjective type to access the candidates on skills learnt.

Candidate Engagement
Candidates can communicate on real time basis with the QP trainer for any Q&A via Group chat. Provision to share announcements, news & updates.

Live Virtual Classroom with Whiteboard
Conduct Live virtual training through the inbuilt live virtual tool with trainer for anywhere in India. Mark attendance online.

Detailed Analytics
Detailed analytics available candidate wise, Training Centers wise, Training Partners wise, QP wise Batch wise and so on.
Self Paced Learning mode

- Upload QP based courses in the form of PPT/PDF/DOC/IMAGES/Video/YouTube links/Web links/SCORM or combination of above formats.
- A course can be a combination of multiple NOS or modules.
- Provision for locking the sequence of NOS in each QP for structured training.
- Allocation of courses to students basis QP based course they have been enrolled.
- Provision for time bound training by setting target or due date for courses.
- Availability to link discussion Forums with the Courses allowing the students to share experiences, documents on a topic with others who are undergoing the same course.
- Option of Auto Certification at every QP based course / NOS
Online Assessments

• Assessments can be **configured in any language**.
• Option to configure **Auto certification** post assessment.
• **Multiple Types of Objective Assessment** – Multi choice / Single choice / Image based / True-False / Yes-No / Fill in the blank etc.
• **Randomize** questions to publish in different question set/order for different student.
• Define **passing percentage** as criteria to clear the assessment.
• Option to make and assessment **Time bound** or **Non Time bound**.
• Option to **Reveal answers and Explanations** to students post assessment submission.
• **Subjective assessment**
  ➢ Trainers having facility for grading the assessment.
  ➢ Upload of Assisting material in the form of Documents, Videos or Webcam recording.

Sample report of an assessment. Multiple other reports available.
Live Virtual Classroom with Whiteboard

Unlike other video meeting platforms, the inbuilt Live Virtual classroom feature has an added advantage of having a digital whiteboard which helps replicating a Face to Face classroom, as close as possible. The system is secure as recordings can only be accessed through login and can't be downloaded.

- **Two way Live** interactive communication – video / audio / text.
- **Smart whiteboard** for better training delivery
- Students can use ‘raise hand’ button for asking a question.
- Trainer can Conduct **live polls** during the session
- **Session Recording** is available for future review for all students registered for the Live Virtual classes session.
- Conduct multiple **live quiz** during the live session.
- **Real time analytics** on student wise time during each session / live quiz analytics, attendance etc.
- **Online Attendance**
User Management / Feedback & Detailed Analytics

- **Multi Level hierarchy** possible – Student / Trainer / Training Partner / NSDC.
- **Creation of** QP wise, center wise batches.
- Detailed **candidate information** capturing like Training Center name, Location, Training partner, QP etc.
- **Assigning training content** to particular set of candidates basis TP / QP / Batch etc.
- **Restricting training content visibility** basis students/ candidates information. eg. Restricting ‘retail’ learners to see the content created for ‘telecom’.
- **Configure the sequence of training content** to be accessed by Candidate/ student.
- Provision to configure custom survey/ feedback at the end of each QP course and getting survey analytics online.
- **Real time** - detailed analytics available at multiple Level – Candidate/ Batch / Trainer/ Training Partner/ NSDC.
- **Online Attendance** for classroom training as well as Live Virtual Training.
55+ National & International Accolades

Brandon Hall Award for ‘Best Blended Learning Program’ 2019

Asia’s Most Trusted Training & Skilling Company by IBC, USA 2018

‘Best Use of Technology for Training’ by ET NOW 2018

HR Excellence Award 2018 for Technology Deployment in HR

‘Best Learning Partner’ at Africa L&D Leadership Awards

Ranked #11 amongst India's Great Places to Work® 2019
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